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A rhyming story of unconditional love and adorable illustrations of a toddler and a teddy bear who

declare "I love you through and through!"I love your hair and eyes,Your giggles and cries...A toddler

and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and more!

Babies and toddlers will feel loved all over when they hear this declaration of adoration and

affection! The book has sturdy cardstock pages and a padded cover with rounded corners for safe

handling by little ones.
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Not sure why [...] has this one listed in the 4 - 8 years old category as this one is clearly aimed at

pre-schoolers and toddlers. It's just a beautifully written and illustrated book. A toddlers love from

head to toe, teddy bear in hand. The illustrations magically capture the expression of this little boy.

A loving book! And a great gift idea for kids or grandparents with Valentine's Day right around the

corner. A sure to be classic!

We absolutely love this book.It's been our son's favorite since he was about 9 months old. The

pictures are beautiful, colorful, and simple. Not boring, not crowded, just what it should be. The text

is sweet and simple, the rhymes are thoughtful and not dumb (you know those books!), and the



sentences are short enough to hold a baby's attention so we have time to get all the words out

before he turns the page.The one downside is that this book is really cheaply made. The cover is

nice and padded, but the pages are cheap. The pages are thinner than other board book pages, but

the bigger problem is the actual surface of the pages. Our son - an impressive drooler and

finger-sucker - loves to turn the pages himself with his drool-y fingers and sometimes kiss the pages

too. What I didn't learn until too late is that you can't do that with this book. For our other board

books, you can get some drool on them and it just makes the pages stick together a little bit but

that's it. For this book, drool made the pages stick together so much that when you separated them

later, the paper tore. (See my pics in the photo gallery for examples) I'm thinking that we can't be

the only parents with a drooly baby, right??Quality notwithstanding, this is as quality a baby's book

as they come. I love this book through and through.

With short and simple text to go with very cute illustrations of a child, this is an excellent book to

read to your young child.We have an 11-month old, and we've had this book for about 3 months.

What makes it so much fun is that the book can be used not only as a reading tool, but the words

allow you to physically interact with your child. When I talk about her "top side," she'll give me her

head to rub, and laugh when I do so. Same with her bottom side - and with the "inside," she'll even

open her mouth so I can stick my finger inside.I find that great books for really young children are

difficult to find, so this has been a real treat. I'd recommend it highly.

This is a beautifully written, beautifully bound book that will touch the hearts of children of every age.

I highly recommend this book to anyone who loves.

AdorableThis book is absolutely adorable for toddlers and preschoolers, though my seven year old

came across it on my desk and thoroughly enjoyed reading it too! It is straight forward and a great

feel good book, reinforcing to kids that their parents love all of them, no matter what!

I love the simple rhymes and the adorable illustrations in this book. My 17 month old son loves

looking at the pictures (there is one with a huge face on it that he loves to kiss). The story is just the

right length for toddlers--I have just enough time to finish the text on each page before he wants to

move on.The only complaints I have with this book are in its construction. The cover is not the thick

cardboard that I'm used to with standard board books. Instead, it is a padded polyurethane material.

It's definitely thick and it has a glossy surface that might withstand teething better than a traditional



"board" book, but I'm not a big fan of it. Also, the pages aren't cardboard either. They are definitely

thicker than standard pages, but they are much thinner than what I expected (more comparable to

the thickness/density of the covers of early reader books). The book is also larger than most of the

board books I'm used to, and that size makes it a little harder for my little guy to turn the pages

easily.All said, though, I would purchase this again because the story and illustrations are cute and

fun and my little boy loves them!

I bought this book for my 2 years old daughter. Whenever I read this book to her, she will follow

what the child does in the book. When I read 'I love your topside', she shows me her topside, 'I love

your bottomside', she shows me her bottomside, and we have good laugh together until I finish the

whole book. The illustrations are so cute that even I enjoy reading it. Simply wonderful book! Highly

recommended.

This is a great book ... wonderful message, cute pictures and not a lot of writing per page so it's

perfect for my one-year old. My two year old also likes it, mainly b/c of the great pictures and the

fact that the little boy has a bear in every picture. You can't go wrong with this book!
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